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PREFACE
Dear Students,

The ‗Current Affairs‘ section is an integral part of any examination. This edition of Manthan has been developed by our
team to help you cover all the important events of the Week. This comprehensive bulletin will help you prepare the
section in a vivid manner. We hope that our sincere efforts will serve you in a better way to fulfill aspirations.

Happy Reading

Team CL
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POLITY AND GOVERNANCE
National

PM Narendra Modi launched distribution of e-property cards under SVAMITVA scheme


Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the distribution of e-property cards under the SVAMITVA
scheme through video conferencing. During the National Panchayati Raj Day address, 4.09 lakh property
owners were given their e-property cards, which marks the rolling out of the SVAMITVA scheme for
implementation across the country. Union Minister Narendra Singh Tomar also attended the event.



Under the scheme drone technology has been used for the first time to map actual property area of land
owners. The property cards given to over 4 lakh beneficiaries under the scheme will also help them to avail
financial benefits through loan from Banking Institutions.



Prime Minister Narendra Modi has urged rural India to follow all covid related protocols and defeat the
second wave of Corona pandemic. The Prime Minister said that the battle against the pandemic is more strong
this year as the country has rolled out the largest vaccination drive in the world.



Prime Minister also conferred the National Panchayat Awards 2021 on this occasion. The Awards were given
under various categories including the Deen Dayal Upadhyay Panchayat Sashaktikaran Puraskar, Nanaji
Deshmukh Rashtriya Gaurav Gram Sabha Puraskar and Gram Panchayat Development Plan Award
among others. The Award money ranging from 5 to 50 lakh rupees was transferred electronically to the
awardee Panchayats.



The SVAMITVA, Survey of Villages and Mapping with Improvised Technology in Village Areas Scheme
was launched by Prime Minister on a pilot basis in in the States of Maharashtra, Karnataka, Haryana, Uttar
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh and select villages of Punjab and Rajasthan. The Scheme has now
been extended to cover around 6 lakh 62 thousand villages of the entire country.

SVAMITVA (Survey of Villages and Mapping with Improvised Technology in Village Areas) was launched by
Prime Minister on 24th April 2020 as a Central Sector Scheme to promote a socio-economically empowered and
self-reliant rural India. The Scheme has the potential to transform rural India using modern technical tools of
mapping and surveying. It paves the way for using the property as a financial asset by villagers for availing
loans and other financial benefits. The Scheme will cover around 6.62 Lakh villages of the entire country during
2021-2025. Prime Minister also launched e-GramSwaraj programme, which aims at monitoring of rural
infrastructure works and e-governance. The first National Panchayati Raj Day was celebrated in 2010. Since
then, the National Panchayati Raj Day is celebrated on April 24 every year in India. After the Constitution came
into force, Article 40 made a mention of panchayats and Article 246 empowered the state legislature to legislate
with respect to any subject relating to local self-government. Panchayati Raj Institution (PRI) was
constitutionalized through the 73 rd Constitutional Amendment Act, 1992 to build democracy at the grass roots
level and was entrusted with the task of rural development in the country. Rajasthan was the first state to introduce
the panchayat system in India after independence. In India, the Panchayati Raj now functions as
a system of governance in which gram panchayats are the basic units of local administration. The system has
three levels: Gram Panchayat (village level), Mandal Parishad or Block Samiti or Panchayat Samiti (block
level), and Zila Parishad (district level).
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Indian Navy Launches Op Samudra Setu-II for Shipment of Oxygen-filled Containers to India


Indian Navy has launched Operation Samudra Setu-II to augment the ongoing national mission for meeting
the Oxygen requirements. Mission deployed Indian Naval warships will undertake shipment of liquid
Oxygen filled cryogenic containers and associated medical equipment in support of nation‘s fight against
COVID-19.



Under the Samudra Setu-II, the Navy has deployed seven ships Kolkata, Kochi, Talwar, Tabar, Trikand,
Jalashwa and Airavat for shipment of liquid medical oxygen-filled cryogenic containers and associated
medical equipment from various countries.



The Defence Ministry informed that INS Kolkata and INS Talwar were the first batch of ships that were
immediately diverted for the task and entered port of Manama, Bahrain on April 30. While, INS Talwar,
with 40 metri tonnes Liquid Medical Oxygen (LMO) embarked, is headed back to India.



Two ships INS Kolkata and INS Talwar have entered port of Manama, Bahrain for embarking and
transporting 40MT of liquid oxygen to Mumbai. INS Jalashwa is enroute to Bangkok and INS Airavat to
Singapore for similar missions.



Last year Indian Navy had launched Operation Samudra Setu as part of the Vande Bharat Mission and
repatriated approx 4000 (3992) stranded and distressed Indian citizens from Maldives, Sri Lanka and Iran.

The Indian Navy is the naval branch of the Indian Armed Forces. The President of India is the Supreme
Commander of the Indian Navy. The Indian Navy traces its origins back to the East India Company‘s Marine
which was founded in 1612 to protect British merchant shipping in the region. In 1793, the British East India
Company established its rule over eastern part of the Indian subcontinent i.e. Bengal, but it was not until 1830
that the colonial navy was titled as His Majesty‘s Indian Navy. When India became a republic in 1950, the
Royal Indian Navy as it had been named since 1934 was renamed to Indian Navy. Admiral Karambir Singh is
the current Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS) of the Indian Navy.

I&B Ministry to organise year-long centenary celebrations of Satyajit Ray


In homage to the legendary filmmaker, the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting will organise year-long
centenary celebrations of late Satyajit Ray across India and abroad. Satyaji Ray was a renowned
filmmaker, writer, illustrator, graphic designer, music composer.



He started his career in advertising and found inspiration for his first film, Pather Panchali, while illustrating
the children‘s version of the novel by Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay. The film catapulted him into
international fame. Ray went on to make other great films such as Charulata, Agantuk and Nayak.



He was also a prolific writer, making the famous sleuth Feluda and scientist Professor Shonku, a popular part
of Bengali Literature. The Government of India honoured him with the Bharat Ratna, the highest civilian
award, in 1992.



As part of the celebrations, the Media Units of Ministry of Information & Broadcasting viz. Directorate of
Film Festivals, Films Division, NFDC, NFAI, and Satyajit Ray Film and Television Institute (SRFTI),
Kolkata are planning a series of activities. Other Ministries/Departments including Ministry of External Affairs
and Ministry of Culture will also be playing an active part. However, in view of the pandemic situation, the
celebrations will be held in hybrid mode, digital and physical both, during the year.

Justice Nuthalapati Venkata Ramana takes oath as 48th CJI


Justice Nuthalapati Venkata Ramana took oath as the 48 th Chief Justice of India. President Ram Nath Kovind
administered him the oath of office at a brief ceremony held at the Rashtrapati Bhavan.



He succeeds Justice Sharad Arvind Bobde who demitted office. Justice Ramana will have tenure of nearly 16
months as the Chief Justice and is due to retire on 26 th August next year. Born on 27th August 1957 in
Ponnavaram village of Andhra Pradesh‘s Krishna district, Justice Ramana was enrolled as an advocate in
February 1983.



Justice NV Ramana is the senior most judge in the Supreme Court after CJI Bobde. Born on August 27,
1957, Justice Ramana has tenure till August 26, 2022. Justice NV Ramana was appointed a permanent judge
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of the Andhra Pradesh High Court in June 2000. He served as Chief Justice of the Delhi High Court before
being elevated to the Supreme Court in February 2014.


As per the procedures for the appointment of members of the higher judiciary, ―the appointment to the office of
the Chief Justice of India should be of the senior-most judge of the Supreme Court considered fit to hold the
office‖.



As head of the Supreme Court, the chief justice is responsible for the allocation of cases and appointment of
constitutional benches which deal with important matters of law. In accordance with Article 145 of
the Constitution of India and the Supreme Court Rules of Procedure of 1966, the chief justice allocates all
work to the other judges who are bound to refer the matter back to him or her (for re-allocation) in any case
where they require it to be looked into by a larger bench of more judges.



On the administrative side, the chief justice carries out the following functions: maintenance of the roster;
appointment of court officials and general and miscellaneous matters relating to the supervision and
functioning of the Supreme Court.



However this convention has been broken twice. In 1973, Justice A. N. Ray was appointed superseding 3
senior judges. Also, in 1977 Justice Mirza Hameedullah Beg was appointed as the chief justice superseding
Justice Hans Raj Khanna.

The Supreme Court of India came into being on 28 January 1950. It replaced both the Federal Court of India
and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council which were then at the apex of the Indian court system. The first
Chief Justice of India was Sir H J Kania. Originally, the Constitution of India envisaged a supreme court with a
chief justice and seven judges; leaving it to parliament to increase this number. At present, SC is consisting of
the Chief Justice of India and 33 sanctioned other judges. The motto of the Supreme Court is ‗Yato
Dharmastato Jayaḥ‘, means ―whence law (dharma), thence victory‖. It is also referred to – as the wheel of
righteousness, encompassing truth, goodness and equity. As per the Article 142 of the Constitution, it is the duty
of the President of India to enforce the decrees of the Supreme Court and the court is conferred with the inherent
jurisdiction to pass any order deemed necessary in the interest of justice. The Supreme Court has replaced
the British Privy Council as the highest court of appeal.

25 new manufacturing sites approved for Remdesivir production: Govt


Chemicals and Fertilizers Minister Mansukh Mandaviya has said that 25 new manufacturing sites for
Remdesivir‘s production have been approved. Production capacity is now ramped up from 40 lakhs vials per
month to around 90 lakhs vials per month.



Very soon, three lakh vials per day will be produced. Monitoring is being done on daily basis and government will
do all possible to supply Remdesivir. In the fight against Covid 19, the Modi government has decided to ramp
up Remdesivir production. The government informed that it has approved 25 new manufacturing sites for
Remdesivir‘s production.

Remdesivir, sold under the brand name Veklury, is a broad-spectrum antiviral medication developed by the
biopharmaceutical company Gilead Sciences. It is administered via injection into a vein. During the COVID-19
pandemic, remdesivir was approved or authorized for emergency use to treat COVID‑19 in around 50 countries.
Updated guidelines from the World Health Organization in November 2020 include a conditional
recommendation against the use of remdesivir for the treatment of COVID-19. Remdesivir was originally
developed to treat hepatitis C, and was subsequently investigated for Ebola virus disease and Marburg virus
infections before being studied as a post-infection treatment for COVID-19.

19th edition of ‗VARUNA-2021‘ scheduled to be conducted in Arabian Sea from Apr 25


The 19th edition of the Indian and French Navy bilateral exercise ‗VARUNA-2021‘ is conducted in the
Arabian Sea from 25th to 27th April 2021.



From the Indian Navy‘s side, guided missile stealth destroyer Kolkata, guided missile frigates Tarkash and
Talwar, Fleet Support Ship Deepak, with Seaking 42B & Chetak integral helicopters, a Kalvari class
submarine and P8I Long Range Maritime Patrol Aircraft, were participated in the exercise.
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The French Navy was represented by the Aircraft Carrier Charles-de-Gaulle with Rafale-M fighter, E2C
Hawkeye aircrafts and helicopters Caïman M and Dauphin embarked, Horizon-class Air defense destroyer
Chevalier Paul, Aquitaine-class multi-missions frigate Provence with a Caïman M helicopter embkared and
Command and supply ship Var.

France is a country primarily located in Western Europe; Paris is the capital and most populous city of France.
Emmanuel Macron has been serving as the President of France and ex officio co-prince of Andorra since 14 May
2017.Euro is the currency of it and CFP franc is the currency used in the French overseas collectivities of
French Polynesia, New Caledonia and Wallis and Futuna.

Over 14,400 ha area in Andaman & Nicobar becomes first large territory to get organic
certification


About 14,491 hectare (ha) area in Andaman and Nicobar has been certified as organic, the first large
contiguous territory to be done under a government scheme. After Andaman and Nicobar (A&N) Islands,
Lakshadweep and Ladakh are proactively taking steps for the transformation of their traditional organic
areas to certified organic.



There are traditional areas in Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, north-eastern states and tribal belts of
Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh and desert districts of Rajasthan which can be transformed to certified organic.



The organic certification has been given under the Large Area Certification (LAC) Scheme of the PGS-India
(Participatory Guarantee System) certification programme. Under LAC, each village in the area is
considered as one cluster/group. All farmers with their farmland and livestock need to adhere to the standard
requirements and on being verified get certified enmass without the need to go under conversion period.
Certification is renewed on annual basis through verification by a process of peer appraisals as per the process of
PGS-India.



The organic certification will help farmers get direct access to the emerging organic food market of the
country. India now has more than 30 lakh hectare area registered under organic certification and slowly
more and more farmers are joining the movement. As per the international survey report (2021) India ranks at 5th
place in terms of area and is at the top in terms of total number of producers (base year 2019).

Andaman and Nicobar Islands is a union territory of India consisting of 572 islands, of which 38 are inhabited,
at the juncture of the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea. The territory is about 150 km (93 mi) north of Aceh in
Indonesia and separated from Thailand and Myanmar by the Andaman Sea. It comprises two island groups, the
Andaman Islands (partly) and the Nicobar Islands, separated by the 150 km wide Ten Degree Channel (on the
10°N parallel), with the Andaman islands to the north of this latitude, and the Nicobar islands to the south (or by 179
km). The Andaman Sea lies to the east and the Bay of Bengal to the west. The territory‘s capital is the city of
Port Blair. Admiral Devendra Kumar Joshi is the Lieutenant Governor of Andaman and Nicobar Islands and
the Vice Chairman of Islands Development Agency (IDA).

551 oxygen generation plants to be set up in district government hospitals through PM CARES


The Prime Minister‘s Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situations Fund (PM CARES Fund) has
given in-principle approval for allocation of funds for installation of 551 dedicated Pressure Swing
Adsorption, PSA Medical Oxygen Generation Plants inside public health facilities in the country.



The decision is in line with Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s direction of boosting availability of oxygen to
hospitals. The Prime Minister has directed that these plants should be made functional as soon as possible. He said
that these plants will serve as a major boost to oxygen availability at the district level.



These dedicated plants will be established in identified Government hospitals in district headquarters in various
States and Union Territories. The procurement will be done through Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
The PM CARES Fund had earlier this year allocated over 201 crore rupees for installation of additional 162
dedicated PSA Medical Oxygen Generation Plants inside public health facilities in the country. The basic aim
behind establishing PSA Oxygen Generation Plants at Government hospitals in the district headquarters is
to further strengthen the public health system and ensure that each of these hospitals has a captive oxygen
generation facility.
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An oxygen concentrator is a medical device that concentrates oxygen from ambient air. Atmospheric air has
about 78 per cent nitrogen and 21 per cent oxygen, with other gases making up the remaining 1 per cent. The
oxygen concentrator takes in this air, filters it through a sieve, releases the nitrogen back into the air, and works on the
remaining oxygen. Hypoxia is a condition in which the body or a region of the body is deprived of adequate
oxygen supply at the tissue level. Hypoxia may be classified as either generalized, affecting the whole body, or local,
affecting a region of the body.

Chitkara University becomes India‘s first university to get the coveted ―PLATINUM‖ Rating by
QS I-GAUGE


Chitkara University has become the first university in India to be awarded the coveted ‗Platinum‘ rating by
QS I-GAUGE, a comprehensive and independent rating system for India‘s universities and colleges. ‗QS IGAUGE‘ is a comprehensive and independent rating system for India‘s universities and colleges.

Rajesh Bindal as the acting Chief Justice of Calcutta High Court


The Central government has notified the appointment of Justice Rajesh Bindal as the acting Chief Justice of
Calcutta High Court.



The appointment was made by President Ram Nath Kovind in exercise of the powers conferred by Article
223 of the Constitution, as per a notification issued by the Department of Justice, Ministry of Law and Justice.

Article 223 in The Constitution Of India states that Appointment of acting Chief Justice When the office of
Chief Justice of High Court is vacant or when any such Chief Justice is, by reason of absence or otherwise,
unable to perform the duties of his office, the duties of the office shall be performed by such one of the other
Judges of the Court as the President may appoint for the purposes.

Ravi Shankar Prasad represents India at G-7 Digital and Technology Ministerial Meeting


A virtual meeting of G20 Digital Economy Ministers hosted by Saudi Arabia which is holding the
presidency of G20, took place. Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, Union Minister for Electronics and Information
Technology represented India during this virtual meeting. In the wake of global pandemic like COVDI19, Mr.
Prasad strongly emphasized the need for building a resilient global supply chain and shared the vision of
Prime Minister of India for making India as attractive destination for investment closely integrated with
global supply chains.



He told the digital Ministers of the G20 countries that it is time to acknowledge that digital platforms anywhere
in the world have to be responsive and accountable towards the sovereign concerns of countries including
defence, privacy and security of citizens.

Centre Notifies GNCTD Amendment Act Increasing Powers of Delhi LG


On April 27, 2021, Central Government notified the Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi
(Amendment) Act 2021, which enhances the powers of LG. According to the legislation, the ―government‖ in
Delhi means the ―Lieutenant Governor‖ and the city government will now have to seek the opinion of the LG before taking any executive action.



The bill amended the GNCTD Act 1991, in light of the July 4, 2018, five-judge constitution bench verdict of
the Supreme Court, which, for the first time had interpreted the provisions of the Article 239AA and article
239AB in the 69th amendment of the Constitution, and defined the powers of the elected government and the
lieutenant governor of Delhi in the administration and governance of the capital.

Delhi bordered by Haryana on three sides and by Uttar Pradesh to the east. According to the 2011 census, Delhi
city proper‘s population was over 11 million, the second-highest in India after Mumbai. Anil Baijal is the
current & 21st Lieutenant Governor of Delhi. Arvind Kejriwal is the current and 7th Chief Minister of Delhi. The
Constitution (Sixty-ninth Amendment) Act, 1991 declared the Union Territory of Delhi to be formally known as
the National Capital Territory of Delhi. Delhi is a Union Territory with a legislature, and it came into being in
1991 under Article 239AA of the Constitution inserted by the Constitution (Sixty-ninth Amendment) Act, 1991.
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President Kovind pays obeisance to Guru Tegh Bahadur on his 400th Prakash Purab


President Ram Nath Kovind paid obeisance to Guru Tegh Bahadur on his 400 th Prakash Purab. In a tweet,
the President said, Guru Tegh Bahadur remains immortal for his fight against tyranny to protect humanity which
culminated in his supreme sacrifice. The President added that his verses in Gurbani inspire us all and asked
people to imbibe the values contained in his shabads.

Guru Tegh Bahadur was a ninth of ten Gurus who founded the Sikh religion and he was head of the followers of
Sikhism from 1665 until his beheading in 1675. He was born in Amritsar, Punjab, India in 1621 and was the
youngest son of Guru Hargobind Sahib, the sixth Sikh guru. In 1675 Guru Tegh Bahadur was executed
in Delhi on 11 November under the orders of the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb. According to J.S. Grewal, a
scholar of Sikh history, Guru Tegh Bahadur decided to confront the religious persecution of Kashmiri Hindus by
the Mughal officials. Sikh holy premises Gurudwara Sis Ganj Sahib and Gurdwara Rakab Ganj Sahib in Delhi
mark the places of execution and cremation of Guru Tegh Bahadur. His martyrdom is remembered as the
Shaheedi Divas of Guru Tegh Bahadur every year on 24 November. The fifth Sikh Guru Arjan was arrested
under the orders of the Mughal Emperor Jahangir and asked to convert to Islam. He refused, was tortured and
executed in 1606 CE. Guru Nanak was the founder of Sikhism and is the first of the ten Sikh Gurus.

First in India: BMC decides to introduce mono pile technology in Coastal Road


The Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) has decided to introduce mono pile technology, for the
first time in the country, in the under-construction Coastal Road that connects south Mumbai to western
suburbs. Generally, any bridge on a sea or river is built using group pile technology. But in mono pile
technology, one single pile is used instead of four piles for supporting one pillar.



―This will save us on the space to construct the pillars. The number of piles has come down to 176 from 704
due to the introduction of this new technology. The BMC has initiated the pioneering project of building three
such pillars using mono pile technology.

Finance Ministry releases first instalment worth Rs 8,873 crore of SDRF to states


The Finance Ministry has released in advance to the states the first instalment worth Rs 8,873.6 crore of the
state disaster response fund (SDRF) for the current fiscal. Up to 50 per cent of the amount released, which is Rs
4436.8 crore, can be used by the states for COVID-19 containment measures.



Normally, the first instalment of SDRF is released in the month of June as per the recommendations of the
Finance Commission. ―However, in relaxation of normal procedure, not only has the release of SDRF been
advanced, the amount has also been released without waiting for the utilisation certificate of the amount provided
to the states in the last financial year‖.



The current lockdown has been imposed under the Disaster Management Act, 2005 (DM Act). Though the
Constitution of India is silent on the subject ‗disaster‘, the legal basis of the DM Act, is Entry 23,
Concurrent List of the Constitution ―Social security and social insurance‖. Entry 29, Concurrent List
―Prevention of the extension from one State to another of infectious or contagious diseases or pests affecting
men, animals or plants,‖ can also be used for specific law making.

The Disaster Management Act, 2005 calls for the establishment of National Disaster Management Authority
(NDMA), with the Prime Minister of India as chairperson. All State Governments are mandated under Section
14 of the act to establish a State Disaster Management Authority (SDMA). The SDMA consists of the Chief
Minister of the State, who is the Chairperson, and no more than eight members appointed by the Chief Minister.
State Disaster Response Fund (SDRF) has been constituted under Section 48 (1) (a) of the Disaster Management
Act, 2005. It was constituted based on the recommendations of the 13th Finance Commission. It is the primary
fund available with the State governments for responses to notified disasters to meet expenditure for providing
immediate relief. It is audited by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG) every year. The
Chairperson of District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) will be the Collector or District Magistrate
or Deputy Commissioner of the district. The elected representative of the area is member of the DDMA as an ex
officio co-Chairperson
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International

Armenian PM Nikol Pashinyan resigns to enable snap election


Armenia‘s Prime Minister has resigned a step necessary to hold snap parliamentary elections in June. Prime
Minister Nikol Pashinyan announced the June 20 elections last month to try to resolve political tensions that
arose after last year‘s defeat in a war with Azerbaijan.



Under a cease-fire signed by Pashinyan, Armenia ceded large swaths of territory in and around the
Nagorno-Karabakh region of Azerbaijan that had been under the control of ethnic Armenian forces since the
end of a separatist war in 1994.



The agreement sparked large protests calling for Pashinyan‘s ouster that persisted for months. Under
Armenian law, snap elections can be held after a premier resigns and the parliament fails twice to choose a
new one.

The Nagorno-Karabakh conflict is an ethnic and territorial conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan over the
disputed region of Nagorno-Karabakh, inhabited mostly by ethnic Armenians, and seven surrounding districts,
inhabited mostly by Azerbaijanis until their expulsion during the First Nagorno-Karabakh War, which are de
facto controlled by the self-declared Republic of Artsakh, but are internationally recognized as de jure part of
Azerbaijan. A four-day escalation in April 2016 became the deadliest ceasefire violation until the 2020 conflict.
The fighting stopped with a ceasefire agreement on November 10, 2020, by which most of the territories lost by
Azerbaijan during the First Nagorno-Karabakh war were returned to Azerbaijan. 44 days of fighting ended on
November 10, with a peace deal brokered by Russia. Armenian forces agreed to return to Azerbaijan all
occupied territory outside of the former Soviet Nagorno-Karabakh Autonomous Oblast, with Russian
peacekeepers guaranteeing safe passage through the region of Lachin which separates Nagorno-Karabakh
from Armenia. The President of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev, has claimed that the conflict has ended.

World‘s most powerful weather, climate-change forecasting supercomputer to be built in UK


Microsoft and the United Kingdom‘s Meteorological Office have decided to team up to build the most
powerful supercomputer in the world to forecast weather and climate change. According to UK‘s Met office,
the supercomputer, which is most likely to be operational in 2022, will help in providing accurate warnings
on severe weather. It will also help in protection from the impact of increasingly extreme floods, storms, and
snow in the UK.



Met Office will provide the highest quality weather and climate datasets as well as more accurate forecasts that
will enable the decisions to allow people to stay safe. This will be a unique opportunity that will help in keeping
not just the Met office but the UK at the forefront of high-performance computing and environmental
modeling.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, commonly known as the United Kingdom (UK or
U.K.), or Britain, is a sovereign country in north-western Europe, off the north–western coast of the European
mainland. The United Kingdom includes the island of Great Britain, the north-¬eastern part of the island of Ireland,
and many smaller islands within the British Isles. The United Kingdom‘s capital is London. Boris Johnson has been
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and Leader of the Conservative Party since July 2019. Elizabeth II
(Elizabeth Alexandra Mary) is Queen of the United Kingdom and 15 other Commonwealth realms. Pound
sterling is the official currency of the United Kingdom.
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Microsoft Corporation is an American multinational technology company with headquarters in Redmond,
Washington. Microsoft was founded by Paul Allen and Bill Gates on April 4, 1975, to develop and sell BASIC
interpreters for the Altair 8800.

U.S. population rises by 7.4%, says Census Bureau


The United States‘ population growth slowed in the past 10 years to its lowest rate since the 1930s, according
to data released by the U.S. Census Bureau. The first numbers to come out of the 2020 Census show the U.S.
population on April 1, 2020 — Census Day — was 331.5 million people, an increase of just 7.4 percent
between 2010 and 2020.



It is the second-slowest rate of expansion since the government began taking a census in 1790. In the 1930s,
the decade with the slowest population growth, the rate was 7.3 percent. Unlike the slowdown of the Great
Depression, which was a blip followed by a boom, the slowdown this time is part of a longer-term trend, tied
to the aging of the country‘s White population, decreased fertility rates and lagging immigration.

United States of America (USA) is a federal republic composed of 50 states and capital is Washington, D.C.,.
Donald John Trump served as 45th President of the United States. He became the oldest and wealthiest person
ever to assume the presidency, the first without prior military or government service, and the fifth to have won
the election while losing the popular vote. Joseph Robinette Biden served as the 47th vice president of the United
States from 2009 to 2017. In January 2017, Barak Obama awarded Biden the Presidential Medal of Freedom with
distinction. He is current and 46 the President of the United States and he is the oldest President of America.

World‘s first ‗floating‘ sky pool to open in London in May


A swimming pool that stretches from one apartment block to another at over 100 feet from the ground, and
said to be the world‘s first ―floating‖ pool, is due to open soon in London.



The transparent Sky Pool is 25 meters (82 feet) long and stretches across the 14-meter (46 feet) gap between
the two luxury Embassy Gardens apartment blocks in south-west London, 35 meters (115 feet) from the
ground.



The luxe community already boasts a rooftop sky deck, plush private cinema, purpose-built orange tree garden
house, and an array of modern homes. However, on a hot summer‘s day eight years ago, developers EcoWorld
Ballymore decided Embassy Gardens was missing an outdoor swimming pool.

European Parliament ratifies post-Brexit European Union-United Kingdom trade deal


The European Parliament has ratified the post-Brexit European Union-United Kingdom trade deal - a key
move to ensure that tariff-and quota-free trade continues. The Trade and Co-operation Agreement, TCA, has
been operating provisionally since January. Members of European Parliament voted in favour by 660 votes to 5,
while 32 abstained.



Despite the TCA, Brexit tensions remain, including a French threat of ―reprisals‖ against the UK over new
fishing restrictions. Additionally, under a separate protocol, Northern Ireland remains de facto part of the EU‘s
single market. It means that the goods arriving in Northern Ireland from Britain will have to undergo EU checks.



Additionally, TCA only covers EU-UK trade in goods, but not services. The UK economy is dominated by
services - sectors such as banking, insurance, advertising and legal advice. Among the areas not covered by the
deal are foreign policy, financial services and student exchanges.

Brexit (―British exit‖) was the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK) from the European Union (EU) and the
European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC or Euratom) at 23:00 31 January 2020 GMT (00:00 CET). The UK is
the first and so far only country to formally leave the EU, after 47 years of having been a member state of the EU
and its predecessor, the European Communities (EC), since 1 January 1973. It continued to participate in the European
Union Customs Union and European Single Market during a transition period that ended on 31 December 2020 at
23:00 GMT (00:00 CET). Under Boris Johnson‘s government, the UK left the EU on 31 January 2020; trade deal
negotiations continued to within days of the scheduled end of the transition period on 31 December 2020.
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Cuba‘s Communist Party chooses Miguel Díaz-Canel as leader


Miguel Diaz-Canel was never a guerrilla fighter and was for only a few years, like all Cubans of his
generation, a soldier. He rose peacefully and diligently through the approved channels. And he isn‘t named
Castro.



Cuba‘s Communist Party congress — as expected — chose Mr. Díaz-Canel to be its leader, adding that crucial
post to the title of president he assumed in 2018. In 2009, a year after Raul Castro formally replaced Fidel as
Cuba‘s President, Mr. Díaz-Canel became minister of higher education. In 2012 he rose to one of Cuba‘s vice
presidencies and soon thereafter was named first Vice President.

Cuba is located in the northern Caribbean where the Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic
Ocean meet. Havana is the largest city and capital. In Cuba, until 1 January 2021, there were two currencies,
both called peso. One is the ―Cuban peso‖ (CUP) and the other is the Cuban convertible peso. On 10 December
2020, it was announced that CUCs will start to be withdrawn from circulation from 1 January 2021, leaving the
CUP as the only currency in circulation, pegged at US$1 = 24 CUP.

UK becomes first country to announce regulation of use of self-driving vehicles at slow speeds on
motorways


The UK has become the first country to announce regulation of the use of self-driving vehicles at slow speeds
on motorways. Britain‘s transport ministry was working on specific wording to update the country‘s highway
code for the safe use of self-driving vehicle systems.



It added that the ministry will start with Automated Lane Keeping Systems (ALKS) - which use sensors and
software to keep cars within a lane, allowing them to accelerate and brake without driver input.



According to the government, the use of ALKS would be restricted to motorways, at speeds under 60 km per
hour. The UK government wants to be at the forefront of rolling out autonomous driving technology and the
transport ministry forecasts by 2035 around 40% of new UK cars could have self-driving capabilities,
creating up to 38,000 new skilled jobs.

Stratolaunch flies world‘s largest airplane on 2nd test flight


In 1941, the US government hired billionaire entrepreneur Howard Hughes to build a massive airplane to
take some 700 American soldiers into combat. Hughes‘ legendary ―Spruce Goose‖ had a wingspan of 97.5
metred. Last week, 80 years later, an even bigger aircraft, the ―Stratolaunch,‖ took to the skies over
southern California‘s Mojave Desert, in a second successful test flight that awed onlookers marvelling at its
wingspan of 117.3 metres and six Boeing engines that roared in synchronicity.



The world‘s largest aircraft, when measured in wingspan, has just completed its second flight. Nicknamed
‗the Roc‘ and developed by Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen, the conjoined fuselage aircraft is powered by
six Boeing 747 engines. The Stratolaunch rocket-launcher turned hypersonic-test-flight carrier took to the
skies for the first time in two years.

NATO military exercises launched in Albania


NATO has launched joint military exercises in Albania with thousands of military forces from the United
States and other countries in the first such large-scale drills since World War II in the Western Balkans.



Albania is playing a critical part in the DEFENDER-Europe 21 exercise with Joint Logistics Over-the-Shore
operations taking place ``for the first time in Europe since World War II at the Port of Durres.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), also called the North Atlantic Alliance, is an intergovernmental
military alliance between 30 European and North American countries. NATO constitutes a system of collective
defence whereby its independent member states agree to mutual defence in response to an attack by any external
party. NATO‘s Headquarters are located in Haren, Brussels, Belgium, while the headquarters of Allied Command
Operations is near Mons, Belgium. Jens Stoltenberg is a Norwegian politician who has served as the 13 th Secretary
General of NATO since 2014.
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ECONOMY AND FINANCE

Indian Bank signs MoU with Chennai Angels


Indian Bank has signed an MOU with angel investment group The Chennai Angles to finance startups
under the bank‘s loan product - IND Spring Board. The idea is to empower startups to realise their research
efforts backed by financial support from the bank.



Under this scheme, the public sector bank will extend credit facilities of up to Rs 50 crore for working capital
requirements and also fund term loan requirements for acquiring fixed assets. The Chennai Angles group,
which funds new generation entrepreneurs, has already invested in more than 50 startups in different sectors.

Indian Bank is an Indian government owned financial services and banking company. It is under the ownership
of Ministry of Finance, Government of India established in 1907 and headquartered in Chennai, India. As per
the announcement made by the Indian Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on 30 August 2019, Allahabad
Bank merged from 1 April 2020, making it the seventh largest bank in the country.

Mastercard, BOB Financial launch QR on Card programme to simplify digital payments


Mastercard and Bank of Baroda Financial Solutions (BFSL) have come together to offer an easy, frictionless
payment solution for cardholders with the launch of ConQR – a Mastercard QR on Card solution.



This solution uses a Mastercard patented technology that enables cardholders or SMEs to accept cashless
payments using their cards. By doing so, QR on Card makes payments more flexible and empowers cardholders
to spend and earn on the same card.



With the newly launched ConQR card programme, small businesses can use QR (printed onto the card as
part of the card personalisation process) to make payments, while also receiving payments with cost-efficient
acceptance enablement costs and a simpler onboarding process.



The ConQR Credit Card will have a Bharat QR Code on the card face (as part of the card personalisation
process) converting the payment instrument into an acceptance point as well, by affixing a QR Code that carries
the small businesses‘ details. The card makes it easier for people to receive digital payments in a fast and
flexible manner while on the move, such as when making deliveries or serving customers in-store.

Mastercard Incorporated (stylized as MasterCard from 1979 to 2016 and mastercard since 2016) is an
American multinational financial services corporation headquartered in the Mastercard International Global
Headquarters in Purchase, New York, United States. The Global Operations Headquarters is located in O‘Fallon,
Missouri, United States, a municipality of St. Charles County, Missouri.

NBFCs get nod to function in GIFT


Non-bank finance companies, both local and global, can now start operations in Gujarat‘s GIFT City. They
will be allowed to offer the whole range of services — loans, exotic derivative trades, investment banking, and
third-party product sales.
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The move by the International Financial Services Centre (IFSC), the regulator of the special economic zone,
should draw top financial services companies from across the world, helping localise services that are typically
offered overseas.

Gujarat International Finance Tec (GIFT) City located on the banks of the Sabarmati River and is around 12 km
(7.5 mi) from Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel International Airport and is India‘s first operational smart city and
international financial services centre. It was promoted by the Government of Gujarat as a Greenfield project.
The city is designed for walk to work concept and includes commercial and residential complexes. The city is
connected though 4-6 lane State and National Highways. A double corridor metro system is being constructed to
connect GIFT City to the nearby airport and various parts of Ahmedabad.

Samsung powers world‘s first PS-LTE network in Korea


Samsung Electronics announced it is powering the world‘s first 3GPP-compliant nationwide public safety
LTE (PS-LTE) network in Korea, in collaboration with leading mobile operators.



The PS-LTE network, operating in the 700MHz spectrum, offers fast and reliable connectivity to first
responders in over 330 public safety organisations and agencies, including police, firefighters, emergency
medical services and the military.

TIME Reveals the first-ever List of the TIME100 Most Influential Companies in the World


TIME solicited nominations across every sector—including health care, entertainment, transportation,
technology and more—from its global network of editors and correspondents, as well as from industry experts.
Each company was then evaluated on key factors, including relevance, impact, innovation, leadership, ambition
and success.



Two Indian firms, Reliance Industries‘ technology arm Jio Platforms and e-learning startup Byju‘s have
figured in the Time Magazine‘s first-ever list of 100 most influential companies. On its website, Time
said companies shaping the future are at the heart of the first ever TIME100 Most Influential Companies.

India third-largest military spender after the US and China


India remains the third biggest military spender in the world, though far behind the US that spends more
than 10 times and China almost four times its defence budget. The five biggest spenders in 2020, which
together accounted for 62 per cent of global military expenditure, were the United States, China, India,
Russia and the United Kingdom.‖ stated the SIPRI annual report, which was released. The US spent $778
billion, more than thrice the next biggest spender China, which spent $252 billion. India‘s expenditure of
$72.9 billion.



The total global military expenditure rose to $1,981 billion in 2020, an increase of 2.6% in real terms from
2019 despite the global gross domestic product contracting by 4.4% mainly due to the Covid pandemic‘s
economic impact, says the latest data released by global think-tank Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute.

SBI Mutual Fund launches Nifty Next 50 index fund


SBI Mutual Fund has announced the launch of SBI Nifty Next 50 Index Fund, an open-ended index scheme
which would replicate the performance of the Nifty Next 50 Index, efficiently with relatively lower costs.



This new scheme would be suitable for investors who are seeking long term capital appreciation, investment in
securities covered by Nifty Next 50 Index and gain access to growth of potential market leaders.



NIFTY Next 50 was launched on December 24, 1996 with a base date of November 4, 1996, and base value
1,000 points, which represented 50 companies from Nifty 100 after excluding the constituents of Nifty 50.
The index is well-diversified across sectors with a less concentrated exposure to any one sector.

Paytm launches ‗Wealth Community‘ for young investors


Paytm is launching Paytm Wealth Community, a video-based feature as part of its digital wealth
management platform in a bid to tap young users interested in investing in capital markets.
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The community will showcase videos from experts and content creators on a variety of financial subjects in
multiple languages. In its first phase, it would feature sessions by 40 financial experts including William
O‘Neil, Quantech Capital and Skillspire.



The beta phase of the community will run on Paytm Money, the digital wealth management platform which
allows users to invest in mutual funds, equity, IPOs, ETFs, futures & options, digital gold and the National Pension
Scheme.

Paytm (―pay through mobile‖) is an Indian multinational technology company that specialises in digital wallet,
e-commerce, payment system and financial technology company, based in Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India. Paytm
was founded in August 2010 with an initial investment of $2 million by its founder Vijay Shekhar Sharma in
Noida, a region adjacent to India‘s capital New Delhi. It started off as a prepaid mobile and DTH recharge
platform, and later added data card, postpaid mobile and landline bill payments in 2013.

Azim Premji donated ten times more than even Shiv Nadar and Mukesh Ambani in 2020


Philanthropic efforts by some of the richest people in India, including the likes of Mukesh Ambani, Azim
Premji, and Shiv Nadar, are at an all-time high. 90 of the biggest philanthropists in India have cumulatively
donated Rs. 9,324 crore.



The number of people who have donated more than Rs.10 crore has increased by 100% over the last two
years from 37 to 80, according to the Edelgive Hurun India Philanthropy List 2020.



The average age of the individuals on the list is 66, which is two years older than last year‘s average. The
average age is three years older than the entrepreneurs that made the cut for Hurun India‘s Rich List.
―Binny Bansal is the first philanthropist under the age of 40 to enter the philanthropy list.

Azim Hashim Premji is an Indian business tycoon, investor, engineer, and philanthropist, who was the chairman of
Wipro Limited. Premji remains a non-executive member of the board and founder chairman. He is informally
known as the Czar of the Indian IT Industry. Wipro Limited is an Indian multinational corporation that provides
information technology, consulting and business process services. It is headquartered in Bangalore, Karnataka.

India ranked 49th in Chandler Good Government Index (CGGI)


India has been ranked 49th in the Chandler Good Government Index (CGGI) 2021 among 104 countries in
terms of government capabilities and outcomes. India‘s index score stood at 0.516. ―The Chandler Good
Government Index shows the importance of measuring and investing in governance capabilities that matter.



It highlights a key need for ‗pracademics‘ in government – people who combine a rigorous understanding of
research and data with a practical and grounded sense of what governments need to do to succeed,‖.



Finland, with an index score of 0.848, ranked first on the CGGI list. Switzerland, Singapore, Netherlands,
and Denmark ranked second, third, fourth and fifth on the CGGI list, respectively.

Axis Bank board approves re-appointment of Amitabh Chaudhry as MD & CEO


Private sector lender Axis Bank board has approved the re-appointment of Amitabh Chaudhry as its
Managing Director and CEO for three years with effect from January 1, 2022.

Axis Bank Limited is an Indian private sector bank headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra. It sells financial
services to large and mid-size companies, SMEs and retail businesses. It is the third largest private sector bank
in India The bank was founded in December 1993 as UTI Bank, opening its registered office in Ahmedabad and a
corporate office in Mumbai. Shikha Sharma was the managing director and CEO of Axis Bank from 2009 to
2018. Amitabh Chaudhry is the current managing director (MD) and chief executive officer (CEO) of it.

Apple and partners launch first-ever $200 million Restore Fund


Apple and partners have announced a carbon removal initiative – the Restore Fund - that will invest in
forestry projects to remove carbon from the atmosphere while generating a financial return for
investors.
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Launched in partnership with Conservation International and Goldman Sachs, Apple‘s $200 million fund
aims to remove at least 1 million metrics tonnes of CO2 from the atmosphere, whilst demonstrating a
financially viable model that can help scale up investment in forest restoration.



This effort is contributes to Apple‘s broader goal of becoming carbon neutral across its entire value chain by
2030. The company will reduce 75% of its emissions through its supply chain and products by 2030, with the
remaining 25% of emissions will be addressed by removing carbon from the atmosphere through the use of this
fund.

Airtel Payments Bank doubles day-end balance limit


In-line with the Reserve Bank of India‘s (RBI‘s) recent guidelines, Airtel Payments Bank has become the first
payments bank in the country to enable Rs 2 lakh day-end account balance limit.



Now, customers having an account with Airtel Payments Bank will be able to save more in their account
with this increased limit.



Note that RBI recently doubled the limit of maximum balance that an individual customer can hold with
payments banks to Rs 2 lakh from Rs 1 lakh earlier to expand the ability of such lenders to cater to the needs
of MSMEs and other businesses.



The payments banks that are operating in this space are Paytm Payments Bank, India Post Payments Bank,
Airtel Payments Bank, Fino Payments Bank, Jio Payments Bank and NSDL Payments Bank.

Airtel Payments Bank is an Indian payments bank with its headquarters in New Delhi. The company is a
subsidiary of Bharti Airtel. On 11 April 2016, it became the first company to receive the payments bank license
from the Reserve Bank of India under Section 22 (1) of Banking Regulation Act, 1949. Airtel Payments Bank is
a 80:20 partnership between Bharti Airtel and Kotak Mahindra Bank.

Government names T Rabi Sankar as Deputy Governor of RBI


North Block appointed T Rabi Sankar, executive director of the Reserve Bank of India as the fourth deputy
governor of the central bank.



―The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet has approved the appointment of Shri T. Rabi Sankar,
Executive Director, Reserve Bank of India to the post of Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of India for a
period of three years from the date of joining the post or until further orders, whichever is earlier.

RBI joined Central banks & Supervisors Network for Greening Financial System


The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has joined the Central Banks and Supervisors Network for Greening the
Financial System (NGFS) as a Member.



Launched at the Paris One Planet Summit on December 12, 2017, the NGFS is a group of central banks and
supervisors willing to share best practices and contribute to the development of environment and climate
risk management in the financial sector, while mobilising mainstream finance to support the transition towards a
sustainable economy.

The Reserve Bank of India was founded on 1 April 1935 to respond to economic troubles after the First World
War. RBI was conceptualised as per the guidelines, working style and outlook presented by Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar in his book titled ―The Problem of the Rupee – Its origin and its solution‖ and presented to the Hilton
Young Commission. The bank was set up based on the recommendations of the 1926 Royal Commission on
Indian Currency and Finance, also known as the Hilton–Young Commission. In 1969, the Indira Gandhi-headed
government nationalised 14 major commercial banks. Upon Indira Gandhi‘s return to power in 1980, a further six
banks were nationalised. The first Governor of the RBI was British banker Osborn Smith and C.D. Deshmukh
was the first Indian Governor of RBI. Shashikant Das is the current Governor of RBI.

----------------
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Inventions/Discoveries
DRDO develops single crystal blades technology, supplies 60 of these blades to HAL for
helicopter engine


Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed single crystal blades technology
and supplied 60 of these blades to Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) as part of their indigenous helicopter
development program for helicopter engine application.



Under this program DRDO will develop 300 blades of single crystal high pressure turbine blades.
Helicopters used in strategic and defence applications need compact and powerful aero-engines for their reliable
operation at extreme conditions.



To achieve this, state-of-the-art Single Crystal Blades are used. Very few countries including USA, UK, France
and Russia have the capability to design and manufacture such Single Crystal components. Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh has congratulated DRDO, HAL and the industry involved in the development of this critical
technology.

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is an agency of the Republic of India, charged with the
military‘s research and development, headquartered in New Delhi, India. It was formed in 1958 by the merger
of the Technical Development Establishment and the Directorate of Technical Development and Production with
the Defence Science Organisation. Dr G. Satheesh Reddy is the current Chairman of DRDO.

India‘s first 3D printed house inaugurated at IIT-Madras


Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman inaugurated India‘s first 3D printed house at the Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) Madras campus.



The house has been constructed by Tvasta Manufacturing Solutions, a startup founded by IIT Madras
alumni, which is a part of the new incubator of the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA)
established at IIT Madras.



The 600 square feet single-story house has been constructed using indigenous concrete 3D printing technology
and in collaboration with Habitat for Humanity‘s Terwilliger Center for Innovation in Shelter, the institute
said. Using this technology, a house can be built in five days.

Oklahoma City first in world to deploy coronavirus-killing UV robots


The Oklahoma City Convention Center becomes the nation‘s first exhibition and conference facility in
America to deploy a fleet of the world‘s first-proven coronavirus-killing UV ray robots.



The 10 LightStrike robots are used around the clock to disinfect the 500,000 square foot convention center,
which includes exhibit halls, ballrooms, pre-function spaces and terraces, and meeting rooms.



LightStrike robots use UV to deactivate viruses and bacteria at the wavelengths where they are most
vulnerable without damaging materials in the room.
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ISRO to Launch Data Relay Satellite to Track Gaganyaan


The Indian Space Research Organisation will launch a data relay satellite that will help maintain contact
with the Gagangyaan mission throughout after the launch.



The satellite will be launched before the final leg of the Gaganyaan mission, which will send astronauts to the
Lower Earth Orbit (LEO). The first leg - the unmanned mission - is to be launched in December.



Satellites in orbit cannot pass along their information to the ground stations on Earth if the satellite does not
have a clear view of the ground station.

ISRO is the space agency of India headquartered in the city of Bangalore. ISRO was formed in 1969. ISRO built
India‘s first satellite, Aryabhata, which was launched by the Soviet Union on 19 April 1975. Dr Kailasavadivoo
Sivan is current the chairperson of the ISRO. Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) or Sriharikota
Range (SHAR) is a rocket launch centre operated by ISRO. It is located in Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh.

Zydus drug Virafin gets DCGI nod, firm says it reduces need for oxygen support, recovery time


Zydus Cadila has received emergency use approval from the Indian regulator (DCGI) for the use of its antiviral drug ‗Virafin‘. At a time when India‘s healthcare infrastructure is reeling under tremendous pressure,
Virafin is being presented as a drug that can reduce the need for oxygen support and improve recovery time among
moderate cases of Covid-19.



Pharma giant Zydus says 91.15 per cent of adult patients treated with Virafin tested negative using RT-PCR
in seven days. A Pegylated Interferon alpha-2b drug, Virafin, is to be administered in a single dose
subcutaneous (under the skin) regimen. When administered early on during Covid-19, Virafin will help patients
recover faster and avoid many complications, Zydus says.

A first case of the Covid-19 variant contributing to the exploding outbreak in India has been
detected in Switzerland.


―The first case of the Indian variant of Covid-19 has been discovered in Switzerland ―The person changed
flights in a European country before flying on to Switzerland,‖ adding that the positive sample was collected in
March in the northern canton of Solothurn.



The news comes after Belgian authorities said a group of 20 Indian nursing students who arrived from Paris
had tested positive for the variant in the country. The health care system in India is buckling under a new
wave of infections blamed in part on the new ―double mutant‖ variant, known as B.1.617.

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a contagious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The first case was identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. It has since
spread worldwide, leading to an ongoing pandemic. WHO first learned of this new virus on 31 December 2019,
following a report of a cluster of cases of ‗viral pneumonia‘ in Wuhan, People‘s Republic of China. The most
common symptoms of COVID-19 are, Fever, Dry cough and Fatigue. The standard diagnosis method is by realtime reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) from a nasopharyngeal swab. In India, the first
case was reported in Kerala.

New Zealand turns to drones to halt Māui dolphin extinction


Drones join fight to save New Zealand‘s rarest dolphin. Numbers of Māui dolphins have been slashed by
fishing and other threats, with only an estimated 63 adults remaining in the wild.



The lives of New Zealand‘s smallest and most endangered dolphins will soon become less elusive as drones
take to the skies to study their location, habits and numbers.



Maui dolphins are a subspecies of the Hector‘s dolphin and are one of the rarest dolphins in the world,
living in a small stretch of ocean off the west coast of New Zealand‘s North Island.



The dolphins, endemic to the country, are listed as ―nationally critical‖ by the Department of Conservation
– the highest threat level – and face constant danger from fishing operations, diseases, oil and gas exploration,
boat strike, mining, tourism, and noise pollution.
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A black hole dubbed ‗the Unicorn‘ may be galaxy‘s smallest one


Scientists have discovered what may be the smallest-known black hole in the Milky Way galaxy and the
closest to our solar system — an object so curious that they nicknamed it ‗the Unicorn.‘



The researchers said the black hole is roughly three times the mass of our sun, testing the lower limits of size
for these extraordinarily dense objects that possess gravitational pulls so strong not even light can escape.



A luminous star called a red giant orbits with the black hole in a so-called binary star system named V723 Mon.
The black hole is located about 1,500 light years — the distance light travels in a year, 9.5 trillion km — from
Earth. While it may be the closest one to us, it is still far away. By way of comparison, the closest star to our
solar system, Proxima Centauri, is 4 light years away.

China‘s first Mars rover named ‗Zhurong‘


China‘s first Mars rover will be named Zhurong after a traditional fire god, the government announced. The
rover is aboard the Tianwen-1 probe that arrived in Mars orbit due to land in May to look for evidence of life.



It is part of Chinese space plans that include launching a crewed orbital station and landing a human on the
moon. China in 2019 became the first country to land a space probe on the little-explored far side of the
moon and in December returned lunar rocks to Earth for the first time since the 1970s.



The rover‘s title fits with the Chinese name for Mars — ―Huo Xing,‖ or fire star. Zhurong was chosen over
Hongyi, the name favoured by many space scientists in China and which means ―to have an open mind‖.



The Tianwen-1 mission is part of China‘s ambitious space plans that include landing a human on the moon.
After landing on the Martian surface, the probe will be looking for evidence of life such as water, ice and studying
the climate and surface with its panoramic and multispectral cameras. If successful, China would become the
third country after the former Soviet Union and the US to land a robot on Mars. In 2019, it landed a probe
on the little-explored far side of the moon.

Blue Nature Alliance aims to restore 7 million square miles of ocean in five years


The newly launched Blue Nature Alliance aims to protect 7 million square miles of ocean over the next five
years, the global partnership announced, a monumental undertaking that will accelerate global conservation goals.



The ocean covers more than 70% of our planet, a total of 139 million square miles. An initiative launched
aims to protect 5% of it in the next five years.



That might sound like a drop, but at 7 million square miles, it‘s a larger area than the entire continent of
South America. And considering that by some estimates less than 3% of global ocean is currently fully
protected, both the target and the timeframe is ambitious.

Tejas Aircraft Adds 5th-Generation Python-5 Air-to-Air Missile After Successful Trial


India‘s indigenous Light Combat Aircraft, Tejas, has added the 5th generation Python-5 Air-to-Air Missile
(AAM) to its air-to-air weapons capability.



Python-5 missile live firing was conducted to validate target engagement from all aspects as well as beyond
visual ranges. In all the live firings, missile hit the aerial target.

India, Japan and Australia unveil supply chain initiative


In a move to counter China‘s dominance of supply chain in the Indo-Pacific region, trade ministers of India,
Japan and Australia formally launched the Supply Chain Resilience Initiative (SCRI) in a virtual trilateral
ministerial meeting.



―The SCRI aims to create a virtuous cycle of enhancing supply chain resilience with a view to eventually
attaining strong, sustainable, balanced and inclusive growth in the region.



The ministers consented that expansion of the SCRI may be considered based on consensus, if needed, in due
course,‖ the three trade ministers said in a joint statement.
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China launches core module of its space station


China launched the core module of its space station, kicking off a series of key launch missions that aim to
complete the construction of the station by the end of next year.



The Long March-5B Y2 rocket, carrying the Tianhe module, blasted off from the Wenchang Spacecraft
Launch Site on the coast of the southern island province of Hainan.



The Tianhe module will act as the management and control hub of the space station Tiangong, meaning
Heavenly Palace, with a node that could dock with up to three spacecraft at a time for short stays, or two for long.

Indian Scientists develop high-yielding and pest-resistant variety of soybean


Indian Scientists have developed a high-yielding and pest-resistant variety of soybean. This newly developed
variety called MACS 1407 is suitable for cultivation in the states of Assam, West Bengal, Jharkhand,
Chhattisgarh and North-Eastern states.



The Science and Technology Ministry has said that the new seeds will be made available to farmers for sowing
during the 2022 Kharif season. In 2019, India produced around 90 million tons of soybean.



Scientists from MACS- Agharkar Research Institute, Pune, in collaboration with Indian Council of
Agricultural Research, New Delhi have developed this higher yielding varieties and improved practices for
the cultivation of soybean.



The new variety MACS 1407 gives 39 quintals per hectare and it is also resistant to major insects - pests like
girdle beetle, leaf miner, white fly and defoliators. It is suitable for rain-fed conditions of north- east India.

Russia produces world‘s first batch of animal Covid Vaccine


Russia has produced a batch of the world‘s first Covid-19 vaccine for animals, the country‘s agriculture
regulator announced which could help prevent dangerous mutations emerging, protect vulnerable animals and
support animal-driven industries, such as mink fur farming, that have been crippled by the pandemic.



17,000 doses of the Carnivac-Cov vaccine have been produced at Russia‘s Federal Center for Animal Health,
the agriculture regulator said.

The Global Forest Goals Report 2021


Progress in protecting the world‘s forests—and the people who rely on them—is at risk due to the
devastating impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and the escalating climate and biodiversity crises, according to
a new report released today by the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN DESA).



According to the Global Forest Goals Report 2021, the world had been making progress in key areas, such as
increasing the global forest area through afforestation and restoration.



Many regions, in particular, Asia, Europe and Oceania, appear to be on track to reach one of the key targets
of the Global Forest Goals - increasing forest area by three percent by 2030.



However, these advances are being threatened by the overall worsening state of our natural environment,
including land degradation, pests and invasive species, fires, storms, and droughts.



Increasing rural poverty, unemployment and population growth, combined with greater competition for
land with other sectors, including agriculture and urbanization, are also putting growing pressure on forests.



The report is being launched as countries begin meetings of the UN Forum on Forests, which will review
progress of the United Nations Strategic Plan for Forests 2030 and its six Global Forest Goals that were
created to strengthen the management of the world‘s forests and improve the lives of people who depend on
these vital ecosystems.
----------------
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SPORTS

Sports Personalities in News
Nadal Saves M.P., Makes It A Dozen in Barcelona


Rafael Nadal saved one championship point to defeat Stefanos Tsitsipas and collect a record-extending 12th
Barcelona Open Banc Sabadell trophy.



The championship match was the longest best-of-three-set ATP Tour final since statistics started being
tracked in 1991. This is the second tournament where Nadal has captured 12 or more titles.

Indian women‘s recurve team bags Gold medal at Archery World Cup


In the Archery World Cup, Indian women‘s recurve team including Deepika Kumari, Ankita Bhakat and
Komalika Bari won a gold medal in Guatemala. Indian trio shot 27 to edge out their Mexican rivals by one
point and claim their first World Cup team gold after seven years.



This is Deepika‘s fifth World Cup stage event team gold medal. In another match, the Indian mixed recurve
team of Atanu Das and Ankita Bhakat won the bronze medal after a 6-2 victory over USA.

Manchester City won League Cup football tournament


Manchester City won the League Cup for a record-equalling fourth time in succession with a deserved
victory over a disappointing Tottenham Hotspur side at Wembley.



City‘s victory equalled Liverpool‘s achievement in the early 1980s of winning the competition four years in
a row.

-----------------
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MISCELLANEOUS
NCW launches WhatsApp helpline number for pregnant women


The National Commission for Women has launched a WhatsApp helpline number for providing emergency
medical assistance to pregnant women. The number is 9354954224. The move came after NCW noticed that
pregnant women were facing difficulty in accessing medical aid.



Expectant mothers from across the country can reach out to the Commission through this number which will be
functional round the clock. A dedicated team is looking after speedy redressal of grievances. The commission can
also be reached on the email helpatncw@gmail.com.

TRIFED and The LINK Fund enter into MoU to work towards tribal development


TRIFED, as the nodal agency working for the empowerment of tribals, has been focusing its efforts on
finding new ways to improve the lives and the livelihoods of the tribal people.



With this objective in mind, TRIFED has now entered into a collaborative project titled ―Sustainable
Livelihoods For Tribal Households in India‖ with the LINK Fund, a philanthropic operational foundation
that is mandated to eradicate extreme poverty and mitigate the effects of climate change.



TRIFED and The LINK Fund have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to work together
towards Tribal Development and employment generation by providing support to tribals for increasing
value addition in their produce and products; Sustainable livelihoods and value addition for an increase in
income and employment generation through technological intervention for efficiency in value addition for
MFPs, produce and crafts diversification, skill training and enhancement of value additions in minor forest
produce.

China announced new anti-espionage regulation amid worsening ties with world‘s major powers


China announced a new anti-espionage regulation amid worsening ties with world‘s major powers and a
renewed focus on national security ahead of a key Communist Party anniversary later this year.



Chinese state news agency quoted a senior official at the Ministry of State Security as saying, ―overseas
espionage and intelligence agencies and hostile forces have intensified infiltration into China and broadened
their tactics of stealing secrets in various ways and in more fields, which poses a serious threat to China‘s
national security and interests.‖



The new regulations come as the Communist Party prepares to commemorate its 100th anniversary on July 1
and after China marked the sixth National Security Education Day earlier this month, during which Party and
government bodies held workshops on how to guard against foreign spying.

Uttar Pradesh wins e-panchayat award


The Uttar Pradesh government has won the ―E-Panchayat Puraskar 2021‖, ranking first in Category I. It
was followed by Assam and Chhattisgarh at the second position, while Odisha and Tamil Nadu stood third.



Every year, the Union Ministry of Panchayati Raj awards those states, which ensure maximum use of information
technology to keep a tab on the work done by gram panchayats. ―This year, the Yogi Adityanath government
has been awarded for flawless and efficient implementation of the e-application developed by the Centre and
a few more apps developed by the state government‖.

The World‘s First and Only Cryptocurrency dedicated to helping ―Animals of Determination‖


CaliCoin is both a charity token and a donation platform. Noting the rising incidence of scandals and
questionable use of donations among charities, CaliCoin starts by performing rigorous due diligence on
prospective charity organizations worldwide that cater to AODs.



Once a charity is qualified, it is added to the CaliCoin platform and assigned it‘s own wallet. CaliCoin is 100%
non-profit and takes no commissions or added fees. The money goes directly to help the animals.
-----------------
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PERSONS IN NEWS
Vanita Gupta becomes first Indian-American to be Associate Attorney General


Prominent Indian-American civil rights lawyer Vanita Gupta has been confirmed by the US Senate as associate
attorney general, making her the first person of colour to occupy the third-highest position at the Department
of Justice.



Republican Senator Lisa Murkowski broke away from her party colleagues to support Gupta (46), giving
the Democrats 51 votes to see her through the historic confirmation.

Krithi Karanth becomes first Indian woman to be chosen as a ‗Wild Innovator‘


Dr. Krithi K Karanth, Chief Conservation Scientist at Bengaluru-based Centre for Wildlife Studies (CWS),
has been chosen as the first Indian and Asian woman for the 2021 ‗WILD Innovator Award‘.



This award given by the ‗WILD ELEMENTS Foundation‘ brings together a coalition of innovators, advocates
and partners to ―disrupt the status quo and identify solutions to global sustainability and conservation,‖.

NFAI publishes rich treasure of audio recordings on occasion of 151 st birth anniversary of
Dadasaheb Phalke


On the occasion of the 151st birth anniversary of the father of Indian cinema, Dadasaheb Phalke, the National
Film Archive of India (NFAI) has published a rich treasure of audio recordings in the public domain.



About 8000 minutes of interviews of veteran film artists from the Indian film industry are now made
available on the NFAI website. Starting from the silent era of Indian cinema, these are the fascinating tales of
journeys of actors, technicians, producers, directors and studio owners.



Conducted mostly in the 1980s, these interviews were recorded as part of the Oral History Project of
NFAI‘s Research Programme and features long interviews of pioneering film personalities, narrating the
experiences about their life, stories and anecdotes from the world of cinema.

Renowned Classical singer Rajan Mishra passes away


Renowned Classical singer Rajan Mishra passed away. Prime Minister Narendra Modi has expressed grief over
his death. Pandit Rajan Mishra was a legend of Hindustani music.



Belonging to the Benaras gharana, Pandit Rajan Mishra, along with brother Sajan Mishra have performed
for both Indian and global audiences for decades now. They have been honoured by the Padma Bhushan
award, the Sangeet Natak Akademi award and the Gandharva National award for their contribution to the
music.

Government nominates economic affairs secretary Ajay Seth to RBI central board


The central government has nominated economic affairs secretary Ajay Seth in the Ministry of Finance as a
director on the Central Board of Reserve Bank of India. Seth will replace the earlier nominee of government
Tarun Bajaj who has been appointed as the revenue secretary. ―The nomination of Shri Ajay Seth is effective
from April 24, 2021 and until further orders,‖.



At present, RBI governor Shaktikanta Das and three deputy governors, namely, Mahesh Kumar Jain, M.D.
Patra, M. Rajeshwar Rao are the permanent members. Apart from Seth, banking Secretary Debasish Panda
represents the government in the board. Other non-official board members are Revathy Iyer, Sachin Chaturvedi,
Natarajan Chandrashekharan, Satish Kashinath Marathe and Swaminathan Gurumurthy.
-----------------
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AWARDS
Mumbai-born Dr Tahera Qutbuddin first Indian to win Arab World Nobel Prize


Dr Tahera Qutbuddin, a professor of Arabic Literature at the University of Chicago, recently became the
first person of Indian-origin to win the 15th Sheikh Zyed Book Award. The award is considered to be the
Nobel Prize of the Arab world.



Dr Qutbuddin, who was born in Mumbai and was educated until class 12 in India, also serves on the editorial
board of NYU Abu Dhabi‘s Library of Arabic Literature.



She won the award for her latest book, Arabic Oration – Art and Function, published by Brill Academic
Publishers of Leiden in 2019.



In the book, she puts forth a comprehensive theory of Arabic literature in its foundational oral period dating
the seventh and eighth centuries AD. She discusses it‘s influence on modern-day sermons and lectures as
well.

Sheikh Zayed Book Award is a literary award begun in the UAE. It is presented yearly to ―Arab writers,
intellectuals, publishers as well as young talent whose writings and translations of humanities have scholarly and
objectively enriched Arab cultural, literary and social life.‖ The award was established in memory of Sheikh Zayed
bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the principal architect of United Arab Emirates, the authoritarian ruler of Abu Dhabi
and president of the UAE for over 30 years (1971–2004). The first award was in 2007. The total value of the
prizes is DH 7,000,000 making it one of the richest literary awards in the world.

Chloé Zhao wins Oscar award for best director


Chloe Zhao‘s ―Nomadland,‖ a wistful portrait of itinerant lives on open roads across the American West,
won best picture at the 93 rd Academy Awards, where the China-born Zhao became the first woman of color
to win best director, and a historically diverse group of winners took home awards.



Chloé Zhao has made history by becoming the first woman of colour - and the second woman to win the best
director award at the Oscars. Chinese-born, British-educated, US-based 39-year-old Zhao also won best
picture for Nomadland, her third feature film.



In the biggest surprise of a socially distanced Oscar ceremony held during the pandemic, best actor went to
Anthony Hopkins for his performance in the dementia drama ―The Father.‖ The award had been widely
expected to go to Chadwick Boseman for his final performance in ―Ma Rainey‘s Black Bottom.‖ The night‘s
last award, it ended the ceremony on a down note, particularly since Hopkins wasn‘t in attendance.



With a howl, ―Nomadland‖ star Frances McDormand implored people to seek out her film and others on the
big screen. Released by the Disney-owned Searchlight Pictures, ―Nomadland‖ premiered at a drive in and debuted
in theaters, but found its largest audience on Hulu. Soon after, McDormand won best actress, too — her third
such win. Only Katharine Hepburn, a four-time winner, has won best actress more times.



Danish director Thomas Vinterberg‘s ―Another Round‖ won the best international film, an award he
dedicated to his daughter, Ida, who in 2019 was killed in a car crash at age 19. For the first time ever, this year‘s
nominees were overwhelmingly seen in the home during a pandemic year that forced theaters to close and
prompted radical change in Hollywood.



India has submitted films for the Academy Award for Best International Feature Film (formerly Academy
Award for Best Foreign Language Film) since 1957, a year after the incorporation of the category. The 1957
Hindi film Mother India was India‘s first submission. The film made it to the final shortlist and was
nominated alongside four other films in the category. It came close to winning the Academy Award but lost
to Nights of Cabiria by a single vote. Since 1984, India has not submitted a film on only one occasion; in 2003,
the FFI controversially chose not make an entry as they felt no film would be in a position to compete with films
from other nations. As of 2021, only three Indian films—Mother India (1957), Salaam Bombay! (1988)
and Lagaan (2001)—have been nominated for the award. Slumdog Millionaire is a 2008 British drama
film that is a loose adaptation of the novel Q & A (2005) by Indian author Vikas Swarup, telling the story of
18-year-old Jamal Malik from the Juhu slums of Mumbai.
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Slumdog Millionaire was nominated for ten Academy Awards in 2009 and won eight—the most for any
2008 film—including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Adapted Screenplay. Slumdog Millionaire won eight
awards, including Best Picture. Jallikattu was selected as the Indian entry for the Best International Feature
Film at the 93rd Academy Awards, but it was not nominated.

The Academy Awards, popularly known as the Oscars are awards for artistic and technical merit in the film
industry. They are regarded as the most famous and prestigious awards in the entertainment industry around the
world. Given annually by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS), the awards are an
international recognition of excellence in cinematic achievements, as assessed by the Academy‘s voting membership.
The various category winners are awarded a copy of a golden statuette as a trophy, officially called the
―Academy Award of Merit‖, although more commonly referred to by its nickname, the ―Oscar‖. The statuette
depicts a knight rendered in the Art Deco style. The award was originally sculpted by George Stanley from a
design sketch by Cedric Gibbons. AMPAS first presented it in 1929 at a private dinner hosted by Douglas
Fairbanks in the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel in what would become known as the 1st Academy Awards.

Rumana Sinha Sehgal bags humanitarian award


Software-engineer turned social entrepreneur, Rumana Sinha Sehgal has been awarded the prestigious
‗Nelson Mandela World Humanitarian Award 2021‘ by the Diplomatic Mission Global Peace.



The proud Hyderabadi is also the recipient of the Nationwide Award -under 50- Business Leader 2021 for
social entrepreneurship by Business Mint. At the Influencer Summit in January this year, she also received the
‗International Influencer of the year 2021‘.

Bengaluru teacher gives Japanese lessons for 38 years, honoured


A trip with her husband to Japan in late 1970s got her to learn the first words of Japanese. But little did
Shyamala Ganesh know the language would become her life and she would go on to teach it in Karnataka for
four decades.



Shyamala‘s achievement was recently appreciated by the Japanese government, when she received the Order
of the Rising Sun, Gold and Silver Rays from the Consulate-General of Japan.

2020 Václav Havel Prize awarded to Saudi women‘s rights activist Loujain Alhathloul


The eighth Václav Havel Human Rights Prize – which honours outstanding civil society action in defence of
human rights – has been awarded to Saudi women‘s rights activist Loujain Alhathloul.



The 60,000-euro prize was presented at a special ceremony on the opening day of the spring plenary session
of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE), held in a ―hybrid‖ format in Strasbourg.



Ms Alhathloul is one of the leaders of the Saudi feminist movement, having campaigned to end the male
guardianship system, as well as the Saudi ban on women driving, and for greater protection for women facing
abuse in the Kingdom.



She spent 1001 days in prison as a result of her stand, and was only released in February 2020, though is still
subject to house arrest and other restrictions in her home country.

Venice to Honor Roberto Benigni with Golden Lion


The Venice Movie Pageant will honor Oscar-winning Italian actor/director Roberto Benigni with its 2021
Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement.



Benigni, whose ―Life Is Lovely‖ – which he co-wrote, directed and starred in – gained three Oscars in 1999,
together with finest actor, just lately returned to the massive display screen enjoying Geppetto in Matteo
Garrone‘s live-action adaptation of ―Pinocchio.‖



―Pinocchio,‖ which was a field workplace champ in Italy in 2019, has been just lately launched within the
U.S. by Roadside Points of interest and is nominated for 2021 Oscars in the most effective costume design
and make-up and hairstyling classes.
------------------
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IMPORTANT DAYS
World Book and Copyright Day


World Book Day, also known as World Book and Copyright Day, or International Day of the Book, is an
annual event organized by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
to promote reading, publishing, and copyright. The first World Book Day was celebrated on 23 April in 1995,
and continues to be recognized on that day. A related event in the United Kingdom and Ireland is observed in
March. Keeping Covid-19 in mind, the theme for this year is ‗To share a story‘.

International Dance Day


International Dance Day is a global celebration of dance, created by the Dance Committee of the
International Theatre Institute, the main partner for the performing arts of UNESCO. The event takes place
every year on 29 April, which is the anniversary of the birth of Jean-Georges Noverre, the creator of modern
ballet. The International Dance Day 2021 theme is: ‗Purpose of dance‘.

International Jazz Day 30 April


In November 2011 the UNESCO General Conference proclaimed 30 April as ―International Jazz Day‖.



This International Day brings together communities, schools, artists, historians, academics, and jazz
enthusiasts all over the world to celebrate and learn about the art of jazz, its roots, its future and its impact.

World Press Freedom Day 3 May


World Press Freedom Day was proclaimed by the UN General Assembly in December 1993, following the
recommendation of UNESCO‘s General Conference. Since then, 3 May, the anniversary of the Declaration of
Windhoek is celebrated worldwide as World Press Freedom Day.



The theme for World Press Day 2021 is ―Information as a Public Good‖.

May Day being observed across the globe


1st May is International Labour Day. The day is celebrated to honour the contribution of workers across the
world. It is also known as May Day. The day aims at paying tribute to workers‘ sacrifices in achieving economic
and social rights all over the world.



On the occasion, Director-General of International Labour Organization, Guy Ryder has called on workers,
employers, governments, international organizations and all who are committed to building back better, to
join forces to bring in a world of work with justice and dignity for all.



In 1889, May Day was chosen as the date for International Workers‘ Day by the socialists and communists
of the Second International, as well as anarchists, labor activists, and leftists in general around the world, to
commemorate the Haymarket affair in Chicago and the struggle for an eight-hour working day.
International Workers‘ Day is also called ―May Day‖, but it is a different celebration from the traditional May Day.
------------------
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QUESTIONS
1.

Recently, Justice Nuthalapati Venkata Ramana took oath as the _______ Chief Justice of India.
(a) 38th
(b) 41st
(c) 45th
(d) 48th

2.

Name Prominent Indian-American civil rights lawyer who has been confirmed by the US Senate as associate
attorney general, making her the first person of colour to occupy the third-highest position at the Department of
Justice.
(a) Alka Bhatia
(b) Deepa Mehta
(c) Vanita Gupta
(d) Gayatry Prem

3.

Recently, PM Narendra Modi launched distribution of e-property cards under _______ scheme.
(a) SVAMITVA
(b) ADHIKAR
(c) EKAKRIT
(d) ABHUDYAY

4.

Recently, Chemicals and Fertilizers Minister Mansukh Mandaviya has said that _______ new manufacturing sites
for Remdesivir‘s production have been approved.
(a) 21
(b) 23
(c) 25
(d) 30

5.

Recently, _______ and Bank of Baroda Financial Solutions (BFSL) have come together to offer an easy,
frictionless payment solution for cardholders with the launch of ConQR – a Mastercard QR on Card solution.
(a) Visa
(b) Mastercard
(c) Maestro
(d) Paypal

6.

Name the bank which has signed an MOU with angel investment group The Chennai Angles to finance startups
under the bank‘s loan product - IND Spring Board.
(a) Indian Bank
(b) Union Bank of India (c) State Bank of India (d) Punjab National Bank

7.

Recently, Zydus Cadila has received emergency use approval from the Indian regulator (DCGI) for the use of its
anti-viral drug _______.
(a) Virafin
(b) Biravin
(c) Nirabin
(d) Alabin

8.

World book and copyright day is celebrated on:
(a) 21st April
(b) 23rd April

(c) 26th April

(d) 30th April

9.

Non-bank finance companies, both local and global, can now start operations in Gujarat‘s GIFT City in _______.
(a) Surat
(b) Gandhinagar
(c) Ahmedabad
(d) Vapi

10.

Who has been awarded the prestigious ‗Nelson Mandela World Humanitarian Award 2021‘ by the Diplomatic
Mission Global Peace?
(a) Rumana Sinha Sehgal
(b) Alka Bhattacharya
(c) Sumita Bhaskar
(d) Deepa Mehta

11.

Which of the following state governments has won the ―E-Panchayat Puraskar 2021‖, ranking first in Category I?
(a) Rajasthan
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Uttar Pradesh
(d) Maharashtra

12.

The 19th edition of the Indian and _______ bilateral exercise ‗VARUNA-2021‘ is conducted in the Arabian Sea
from 25th to 27th April 2021.
(a) French Navy
(b) British Navy
(c) American Navy
(d) German Navy

13.

Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan announced the June 20 elections last month to try to resolve political tensions that
arose after last year‘s defeat in a war with Azerbaijan. The country whose Prime Minister is refereed here is of:
(a) Albania
(b) Armenia
(c) Portugal
(d) Belarus
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14.

Which of the following will launch a data relay satellite that will help maintain contact with the Gagangyaan
mission throughout after the launch?
(a) Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
(b) Indian Space and Research Organisation (ISRO)
(c) Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL)
(d) Kalyani Scientific Equipments Limited

15.

Recently, ―The first case of the Indian variant of Covid-19 has been discovered in _______‖.
(a) Finland
(b) Switzerland
(c) Poland
(d) France

16.

Who won the 12th Barcelona Open Banc Sabadell lawn tennis trophy?
(a) Kim Cloudters
(b) Thomas Tsiparas
(c) Roger Federer

(d) Rafael Nadal

17.

Recently, which of the following has developed single crystal blades technology and supplied 60 of these blades to
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) as part of their indigenous helicopter development program for helicopter
engine application?
(a) Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
(b) Indian Space and Research Organisation (ISRO)
(c) Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL)
(d) Kalyani Scientific Equipments Limited

18.

Recently, Rajan Mishra passed away. He was a renowned______________.
(a) Tabla Maestro
(b) Shehnai Maestro
(c) Classical singer
(d) Classical dancer

19.

In the Archery World Cup, Indian women‘s recurve team including Deepika Kumari, Ankita Bhakat and Komalika
Bari won a gold medal in _______.
(a) Mexico
(b) Chile
(c) Guatemala
(d) Peru

20.

Name the first woman of colour and the second woman who won the best director award at the Oscars 2021.
(a) Mike Johnson
(b) Shloe Rent
(c) Chloé Zhao
(d) Alter Kimer

21.

Which of the following has been certified as organic, the first large contiguous territory to be done under a
government scheme in India?
(a) Goa
(b) Lakshadweep
(c) Sikkim
(d) Andaman and Nicobar

22.

According to the latest data released by global think-tank Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, which
of the following countries is the biggest military spender in the world?
(a) USA
(b) China
(c) India
(d) Japan

23.

Recently, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman inaugurated India‘s first 3D printed house at the _______ campus.
(a) Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras
(b) Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay
(c) Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi
(d) Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Kharagpur

24.

Who has been recently chosen as the first Indian and Asian woman for the 2021 ‗WILD Innovator Award‘?
(a) Dr. Anjali J Jathar
(b) Dr. Ajitha Menon
(c) Dr. Krithi K Karanth
(d) Dr. Rashmi Shelkalkar

25.

World Day for Safety and Health at Work is celebrated every year on:
(a) 21st April
(b) 23rd April
(c) 25th April
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26.

Maui dolphins have been slashed by fishing and other threats, with only an estimated 63 adults remaining in the
wild. Maui dolphins are found in:
(a) New Zealand
(b) Australia
(c) USA
(d) Canada

27.

Recently, which of the following has become the first university in India to be awarded the coveted ‗Platinum‘
rating by QS I-GAUGE, a comprehensive and independent rating system for India‘s universities and colleges?
(a) Sikkim Manipal University
(b) Deena Dayal Upadhyay University
(c) Hyderabad University
(d) Chitkara University

28.

Recently, Scientists have discovered what may be the smallest-known black hole in the Milky Way galaxy and the
closest to our solar system — an object so curious that they nicknamed it _______.
(a) The Unicorn
(b) The Capricorn
(c) The Aquarius
(d) The Tiger

29.

Recently, _______ and the United Kingdom‘s Meteorological Office have decided to team up to build the most
powerful supercomputer in the world to forecast weather and climate change.
(a) Infosys
(b) Microsoft
(c) HCL
(d) Apple

30.

China‘s first Mars rover will be named _______ after a traditional fire god.
(a) Zhurong
(b) Thurong
(c) Buorang

(d) Frang

31.

Recently, The Central government has notified the appointment of Justice Rajesh Bindal as the acting Chief Justice
of Calcutta High Court. The appointment was made by President Ram Nath Kovind in exercise of the powers
conferred by _______ of the Constitution.
(a) Article 213
(b) Article 223
(c) Article 233
(d) Article 243

32.

According to data released by the U.S. Census Bureau, there is an increase of just _______ percent between 2010
and 2020 in the US Population.
(a) 7.1
(b) 7.3
(c) 7.4
(d) 7.7

33.

In May 2021, World‘s first ‗floating‘ sky pool is to be opened in _______.
(a) Paris
(b) London
(c) Melbourne

(d) Cristchurch

34.

Recently, The European Parliament has ratified the post-Brexit European Union-_______ trade deal - a key move
to ensure that tariff-and quota-free trade continues.
(a) United Kingdom
(b) France
(c) Germany
(d) Netherland

35.

The Central Government has nominated economic affairs secretary _______ in the Ministry of Finance as a director
on the Central Board of Reserve Bank of India.
(a) Ajay Seth
(b) Vikram Rana
(c) Vaibhav Mathur
(d) Deepak Meena

36.

Recently, SBI Mutual Fund has announced the launch of SBI Nifty Next _______ Index Fund, an open-ended
index scheme.
(a) 20
(b) 30
(c) 40
(d) 50

37.

The eighth Vaclav Havel Human Rights Prize – which honours outstanding civil society action in defence of
human rights – has been awarded to _______.
(a) Alexandra Fern
(b) Loujain Alhathloul (c) Jonathan Bhul
(d) Swift Yauig

38.

Which of the following Indian companies launched Wealth Community, a video-based feature as part of its digital
wealth management platform in a bid to tap young users interested in investing in capital markets?
(a) Paytm
(b) HCL
(c) Flipkart
(d) Reliance
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39.

Which of the following two Indian firms have been figured in the Time Magazine‘s first-ever list of 100 most
influential companies?
(a) Jio Platforms and Byju‘s
(b) Bharati Airtel and HCL
(c) Wipro and Jindal Steel
(d) TCS and Reliance

40.

In November 2011, the UNESCO General Conference proclaimed _______ as ―International Jazz Day‖.
(a) 20 April
(b) 25 April
(c) 30 April
(d) 5 May

41.

Who among the following represented India at the G-7 Digital and Technology Ministerial Meeting?
(a) Smriti Irani
(b) Prakash Javadekar
(c) Ravi Shankar Prasad
(d) Nirmala Sitharaman

42.

Recently, The Central Government notified the Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi (Amendment)
Act 2021, which enhances the powers of LG. Which of the following constitutional amendments provide special
provisions with respect to Delhi?
(a) Sixty-fourth Amendment Act
(b) Sixty-sixth Amendment Act
(c) Sixty-ninth Amendment Act
(d) Seventy-fourth Amendment Act

43.

Recently, NATO has launched joint military exercises in _______.
(a) Mexico
(b) Albania
(c) Namibia

(d) Nigeria

44.

Which of the following has become the first country to announce regulation of the use of self-driving vehicles at
slow speeds on motorways?
(a) UK
(b) France
(c) Germany
(d) Ireland

45.

According to the Edelgive Hurun India Philanthropy List 2020, who is the first philanthropist under the age of 40 to
enter the philanthropy list?
(a) Akash Ambani
(b) Roshani Nadar
(c) Binny Bansal
(d) Sandeep Bakshi

46.

Recently, India has been ranked _______ in the Chandler Good Government Index (CGGI) 2021 among 104
countries in terms of government capabilities and outcomes.
(a) 21st
(b) 27th
(c) 38th
(d) 49th

47.

Which of the following countries launched the core module of its space station, kicking off a series of key launch
missions that aim to complete the construction of the station?
(a) South Korea
(b) China
(c) Japan
(d) Thailand

48.

Which of the following private banks has approved the re-appointment of Amitabh Chaudhry as its Managing
Director and CEO for three years with effect from January 1, 2022?
(a) Axis Bank
(b) ICICI Bank
(c) HDFC Bank
(d) RBL Bank

49.

In a move to counter China‘s dominance of supply chain in the Indo-Pacific region, trade ministers of _______
formally launched the Supply Chain Resilience Initiative (SCRI) in a virtual trilateral ministerial meeting.
(a) India, Japan and Australia
(b) New Zealand, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka
(c) South Korea, Singapore and Thailand
(d) Japan, India and Bangladesh

50.

World Press Freedom Day is celebrated every year on:
(a) 1st May
(b) 3rd May
(c) 4th May

51.

(d) 8th May

Who became the first person of Indian-origin to win the 15th Sheikh Zyed Book Award recently?
(a) Dr Ayesha Khan
(b) Dr Sameena Jahan
(c) Dr Tahera Qutbuddin
(d) Dr Makek Ghazi
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52.

Name the Indian teacher who received the Order of the Rising Sun, Gold and Silver Rays from the ConsulateGeneral of Japan recently.
(a) Deepika Rajawat
(b) Shanti Subramanian (c) Shyamala Ganesh
(d) Alankrita Tripathi

53.

Which of the following countries has produced a batch of the world‘s first Covid-19 vaccine for animals?
(a) Canada
(b) USA
(c) Russia
(d) Japan

54.

With this objective in mind, TRIFED has now entered into a collaborative project titled ―Sustainable Livelihoods
For Tribal Households in India‖ with The _______ a philanthropic operational foundation that is mandated to
eradicate extreme poverty and mitigate the effects of climate change.
(a) LINK Fund
(b) INK Fund
(c) THINK Fund
(d) JUNK Fund

55.

Which of the following has joined the Central Banks and Supervisors Network for Greening the Financial System
(NGFS) as a Member recently?
(a) Reserve Bank of India (b) State Bank of India
(c) ICICI Bank
(d) Bank of Baroda

56.

Recently, In partnership with Conservation International and Goldman Sachs, _______ $200 million fund launched
which aims to remove at least 1 million metrics tonnes of CO2 from the atmosphere, whilst demonstrating a
financially viable model that can help scale up investment in forest restoration.
(a) Apple‘s
(b) Facebook‘s
(c) Google‘s
(d) Microsoft‘s

57.

Which of the following has become the first payments bank in the country to enable Rs 2 lakh day-end account
balance limit?
(a) Airtel Payments Bank (b) Paytm Payments Bank
(c) IPPB Payments Bank
(d) Jio Payments Bank

58.

Recently, On the occasion of the 151st birth anniversary of the father of Indian cinema, _______ the National Film
Archive of India (NFAI) has published a rich treasure of audio recordings in the public domain.
(a) Dadasaheb Phalke
(b) Bimal Roy
(c) Ashok Kumar
(d) Satyajit Ray

59.

Recently, The National Commission for Women has launched a WhatsApp helpline number for providing
emergency medical assistance to _______.
(a) Pregnant women
(b) Seriously Ill women
(c) Mentally unstable women
(d) Women suffering with cancer

60.

Recently, Indian Scientists have developed a high-yielding and pest-resistant variety of soybean. This newly
developed variety called is _______.
(a) SACS 123
(b) MACS 1407
(c) GACS 2367
(d) KAPS 5678

61.

Who has been named as the fourth deputy governor of the Reserve Bank of India?
(a) Mukesh Jain
(b) T Rabi Sankar
(c) Deepak Luthra
(d) Aniket Bharadwaj

62.

Which of the following has decided to introduce mono pile technology, for the first time in the country?
(a) Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation
(b) New Delhi Municipal Corporation
(c) Lucknow Municipal Corporation
(d) Surat Municipal Corporation

63.

The Finance Ministry has released in advance to the states the first instalment worth _______ of the state disaster
response fund (SDRF) for the current fiscal.
(a) Rs 7,765.9 crore
(b) Rs 8,873.6 crore
(c) Rs 9,852.6 crore
(d) Rs 9,973.6 crore

64.

In homage to the legendary filmmaker, the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting will organise year-long
centenary celebrations of late _______ across India and abroad.
(a) Satyajit Ray
(b) Balraj Sahni
(c) Bimal Roy
(d) Devika Rani
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65.

Indian Navy has launched _______ to augment the ongoing national mission for meeting the Oxygen requirements.
(a) Operation Samudra Setu-II
(b) Operation Samudra Setu-III
(c) Operation Samudra Setu-V
(d) Operation Samudra Setu-VII

66.

The world‘s largest aircraft, when measured in wingspan, has just completed its second flight. Nicknamed _______
and developed by Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen.
(a) ‗the Roc‘
(b) ‗the Moss‘
(c) ‗the Loc‘
(d) ‗the Master‘

67.

International Labour Day is observed every year on:
(a) 25th April
(b) 27th April
(c) 29th April

(d) 1st May

68.

According to the Global Forest Goals Report 2021, one of the key targets of the Global Forest Goals is increasing
forest area by _______ percent by 2030.
(a) One
(b) Two
(c) Three
(d) Five

69.

Who won the Best Actor for his work in ‗The Father‘ at Oscar Awards 2021?
(a) Anthony Hopkins
(b) Tom Hanks
(c) Brad Pitt
(d) Leonardo Di Caprio

70.

Which of the following becomes the first exhibition and conference facility in America to deploy a fleet of the
world‘s first-proven coronavirus-killing UV ray robots recently?
(a) Oklahoma City Convention Center
(b) New York City Convention Center
(c) Washington D.C. City Convention Center
(d) Las Vegas City Convention Center
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ANSWER KEY AND EXPLANATION
1. d

Justice Nuthalapati Venkata Ramana took oath as the 48th Chief Justice of India.

2. c

Prominent Indian-American civil rights lawyer has been confirmed by the US Senate as associate attorney general,
making her the first person of colour to occupy the third-highest position at the Department of Justice.

3. b

PM Narendra Modi launches distribution of e-property cards under SVAMITVA scheme.

4. c

Chemicals and Fertilizers Minister Mansukh Mandaviya has said that 25 new manufacturing sites for Remdesivir‘s
production have been approved.

5. b

Mastercard and Bank of Baroda Financial Solutions (BFSL) have come together to offer an easy, frictionless
payment solution for cardholders with the launch of ConQR – a Mastercard QR on Card solution.

6. a

Indian Bank has signed an MOU with angel investment group The Chennai Angles to finance startups under the
bank‘s loan product - IND Spring Board.

7. a

Zydus Cadila has received emergency use approval from the Indian regulator (DCGI) for the use of its anti-viral
drug ‗Virafin‘.

8. b

The first World Book Day was celebrated on 23 April in 1995, and continues to be recognized on that day. A
related event in the United Kingdom and Ireland is observed in March.

9. b

Non-bank finance companies, both local and global, can now start operations in Gujarat‘s GIFT City.

10. a Rumana Sinha Sehgal has been awarded the prestigious ‗Nelson Mandela World Humanitarian Award 2021‘ by the
Diplomatic Mission Global Peace.
11. c The Uttar Pradesh government has won the ―E-Panchayat Puraskar 2021‖, ranking first in Category I. It was
followed by Assam and Chhattisgarh at the second position, while Odisha and Tamil Nadu stood third.
12. a The 19th edition of the Indian and French Navy bilateral exercise ‗VARUNA-2021‘ is conducted in the Arabian Sea
from 25th to 27th April 2021.
13. b Armenia‘s Prime Minister has resigned a step necessary to hold snap parliamentary elections in June.
14. b The Indian Space Research Organisation will launch a data relay satellite that will help maintain contact with the
Gagangyaan mission throughout after the launch.
15. b ―The first case of the Indian variant of Covid-19 has been discovered in Switzerland,‖.
16. d Rafael Nadal saved one championship point to defeat Stefanos Tsitsipas and collect a record-extending 12th
Barcelona Open Banc Sabadell trophy.
17. a Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed single crystal blades technology and
supplied 60 of these blades to Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) as part of their indigenous helicopter
development program for helicopter engine application.
18. c Renowned Classical singer Rajan Mishra passed away.
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19. c In the Archery World Cup, Indian women‘s recurve team including Deepika Kumari, Ankita Bhakat and Komalika
Bari won a gold medal in Guatemala.
20. c Chloé Zhao has made history by becoming the first woman of colour - and the second woman to win the best
director award at the Oscars.
21. d About 14,491 hectare (ha) area in Andaman and Nicobar has been certified as organic, the first large contiguous
territory to be done under a government scheme.
22. a India remains the third biggest military spender in the world, though far behind the US that spends more than 10
times and China almost four times its defence budget.
23. a Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman inaugurated India‘s first 3D printed house at the Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) Madras campus.
24. c Dr. Krithi K Karanth, Chief Conservation Scientist at Bengaluru-based Centre for Wildlife Studies (CWS), has
been chosen as the first Indian and Asian woman for the 2021 ‗WILD Innovator Award‘.
25. d The annual World Day for Safety and Health at Work on 28 April promotes the prevention of occupational
accidents and diseases globally.
26. a Drones join fight to save New Zealand‘s rarest dolphin. Numbers of Māui dolphins have been slashed by fishing
and other threats, with only an estimated 63 adults remaining in the wild.
27. d Chitkara University has become the first university in India to be awarded the coveted ‗Platinum‘ rating by QS IGAUGE, a comprehensive and independent rating system for India‘s universities and colleges.
28. a Scientists have discovered what may be the smallest-known black hole in the Milky Way galaxy and the closest to
our solar system — an object so curious that they nicknamed it ‗the Unicorn.‘
29. b Microsoft and the United Kingdom‘s Meteorological Office have decided to team up to build the most powerful
supercomputer in the world to forecast weather and climate change.
30. a China‘s first Mars rover will be named Zhurong after a traditional fire god, the government announced.
31. b The Central government has notified the appointment of Justice Rajesh Bindal as the acting Chief Justice of
Calcutta High Court.The appointment was made by President Ram Nath Kovind in exercise of the powers
conferred by Article 223 of the Constitution.
32. c The United States‘ population growth slowed in the past 10 years to its lowest rate since the 1930s, according to
data released by the U.S. Census Bureau.
33. b A swimming pool that stretches from one apartment block to another at over 100 feet from the ground, and said to
be the world‘s first ―floating‖ pool, is due to open soon in London.
34. a The European Parliament has ratified the post-Brexit European Union-United Kingdom trade deal - a key move to
ensure that tariff-and quota-free trade continues.
35. a The central government has nominated economic affairs secretary Ajay Seth in the Ministry of Finance as a
director on the Central Board of Reserve Bank of India.
36. d SBI Mutual Fund has announced the launch of SBI Nifty Next 50 Index Fund, an open-ended index scheme which
would replicate the performance of the Nifty Next 50 Index, efficiently with relatively lower costs.
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37. b The eighth Václav Havel Human Rights Prize – which honours outstanding civil society action in defence of
human rights – has been awarded to Saudi women‘s rights activist Loujain Alhathloul.
38. a Paytm is launching Paytm Wealth Community, a video-based feature as part of its digital wealth management
platform in a bid to tap young users interested in investing in capital markets.
39. a Two Indian firms, Reliance Industries technology arm Jio Platforms and e-learning startup Byju‘s have figured in
the Time Magazine‘s first-ever list of 100 most influential companies.
40. c In November 2011 the UNESCO General Conference proclaimed 30 April as ―International Jazz Day‖.
41. c Union Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad represented India at the G-7 Digital and Technology Ministerial Meeting.
42. c The Legislative Assembly of Delhi was first constituted on 17 March 1952 under the Government of Part C States
Act, 1951, but it was abolished on 1 October 1956. Its legislative assembly was re-established in the year of 1993,
after the Constitution (Sixty-ninth Amendment) Act, 1991 came into force, followed by the Government of
National Capital Territory of Delhi Act, 1991 the Sixty-ninth Amendment to the Constitution of India, declared the
Union Territory of Delhi to be formally known as National Capital Territory of Delhi.
43. b NATO has launched joint military exercises in Albania with thousands of military forces from the United States
and other countries in the first such large-scale drills since World War II in the Western Balkans.
44. a The UK has become the first country to announce regulation of the use of self-driving vehicles at slow speeds on
motorways.
45. c ―Binny Bansal is the first philanthropist under the age of 40 to enter the philanthropy list.
46. d India has been ranked 49th in the Chandler Good Government Index (CGGI) 2021 among 104 countries in terms of
government capabilities and outcomes. I
47. b China launched the core module of its space station, kicking off a series of key launch missions that aim to
complete the construction of the station
48. a Private sector lender Axis Bank board has approved the re-appointment of Amitabh Chaudhry as its Managing
Director and CEO for three years with effect from January 1, 2022.
49. a In a move to counter China‘s dominance of supply chain in the Indo-Pacific region, trade ministers of India, Japan
and Australia formally launched the Supply Chain Resilience Initiative (SCRI) in a virtual trilateral ministerial
meeting.
50. b 3 May, the anniversary of the Declaration of Windhoek is celebrated worldwide as World Press Freedom Day.
51. c Dr Tahera Qutbuddin, a professor of Arabic Literature at the University of Chicago, recently became the first
person of Indian-origin to win the 15th Sheikh Zyed Book Award. The award is considered to be the Nobel Prize of
the Arab world.
52. c Shyamala Ganesh achievement was recently appreciated by the Japanese government, when she received the Order
of the Rising Sun, Gold and Silver Rays from the Consulate-General of Japan.
53. c Russia has produced a batch of the world‘s first Covid-19 vaccine for animals, the country‘s agriculture regulator
announced which could help prevent dangerous mutations emerging, protect vulnerable animals and support
animal-driven industries, such as mink fur farming, that have been crippled by the pandemic.
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54. a With this objective in mind, TRIFED has now entered into a collaborative project titled ―Sustainable Livelihoods
For Tribal Households in India‖ with The LINK Fund, a philanthropic operational foundation that is mandated to
eradicate extreme poverty and mitigate the effects of climate change.
55. a The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has joined the Central Banks and Supervisors Network for Greening the Financial
System (NGFS) as a Member.
56. a Launched in partnership with Conservation International and Goldman Sachs, Apple‘s $200 million fund aims to
remove at least 1 million metrics tonnes of CO2 from the atmosphere, whilst demonstrating a financially viable
model that can help scale up investment in forest restoration.
57. a In-line with the Reserve Bank of India‘s (RBI‘s) recent guidelines, Airtel Payments Bank has become the first
payments bank in the country to enable Rs 2 lakh day-end account balance limit.
58. a On the occasion of the 151st birth anniversary of the father of Indian cinema, Dadasaheb Phalke, the National Film
Archive of India (NFAI) has published a rich treasure of audio recordings in the public domain.
59. a The National Commission for Women has launched a WhatsApp helpline number for providing emergency medical
assistance to pregnant women.
60. b Indian Scientists have developed a high-yielding and pest-resistant variety of soybean. This newly developed
variety called MACS 1407 is suitable for cultivation in the states of Assam, West Bengal, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh
and North-Eastern states.
61. b North Block appointed T Rabi Sankar, executive director of the Reserve Bank of India as the fourth deputy
governor of the central bank.
62. a The Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) has decided to introduce mono pile technology, for the first time
in the country, in the under-construction Coastal Road that connects south Mumbai to western suburbs.
63. b The Finance Ministry has released in advance to the states the first instalment worth Rs 8,873.6 crore of the state
disaster response fund (SDRF) for the current fiscal.
64. a In homage to the legendary filmmaker, the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting will organise year-long
centenary celebrations of late Satyajit Ray across India and abroad.
65. a Indian Navy has launched Operation Samudra Setu-II to augment the ongoing national mission for meeting the
Oxygen requirements.
66. a The world‘s largest aircraft, when measured in wingspan, has just completed its second flight. Nicknamed ‗the
Roc‘ and developed by Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen, the conjoined fuselage aircraft is powered by six Boeing
747 engines.
67. d 1st May is International Labour Day. The day is celebrated to honour the contribution of workers across the world.
It is also known as May Day.
68. c One of the key targets of the Global Forest Goals - increasing forest area by three percent by 2030.
69. a In a stunning close to a largely predictable Oscar ceremony, Anthony Hopkins won Best Actor for his work in The
Father over the late Chadwick Boseman, who died last year of cancer and has swept awards season so far for his
performance in Ma Rainey‘s Black Bottom.
70. a The Oklahoma City Convention Center becomes the nation‘s first exhibition and conference facility in America to
deploy a fleet of the world‘s first-proven coronavirus-killing UV ray robots.
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